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The presence of heavy metals ions water as 
contaminant is a serious concern for human society 

due to their toxicity to many life forms. In recent 
years,   rapid industrialization leads to contamination 
of major waste resources results in metal pollution in 
natural water. The heavy toxic metals entered into the 
water bodies through waste water form metal plating 
industries and industries of Ni-Cd batteries, phosphate 
fertilizer, mining, pigments and stabilizer alloys. Unlike 
organic pollutants, which are susceptible to biological 
degradation, metal ions do not degrade into any 
harmless end products and tend to accumulate in 
living organisms, causing serious disorders. With the 
development of nanotechnology, nanomaterials are 
used as adsorbents for the removal of heavy metals ions 
from water due to their unique structural properties. 
Compared to traditional materials, nanostructured 
materials have exhibited much high efficiency and faster 
rates in water treatment.  There are various technologies 
have been developed over the years, the most important 

include chemical precipitations, electro floatation, ion 
exchange, reverse osmosis and adsorption. Most of 
these methods suffer from some drawbacks such as 
high capital, operation cost and the disposals of the 
residual metals sludge which are not suitable for small 
scale industries. Considering limitations of conventional 
methods for metal removal, the most promising 
alternative method appears to be the adsorption 
method. The adsorption method is exclusively used for 
the water treatment and the process is mainly chemico-
physically feasible process. Also, this method is a used 
friendly cost effective process for the removal of metallic 
micro pollutants from water. The adsorption technique 
is superior to other techniques for re-use in terms of the 
initial cost, simplicity of design, ease of operation and 
insensibility to toxic substances.  In this investigation, 
nanoferrites and their polymeric nanocomposites are 
used as adsorbents for removal of certain metals ions 
from aqueous solutions.

Nanomaterials as effective adsorbents for removal of heavy metals from 
aqueous solutions
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